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About This Game

You play as Aria, a girl who moves into her grandfather’s old house. While exploring the upstairs study one night, she and her
friend Melody accidentally unleash a flirtatious demon named Lyria, who spent the past fifty years in a stone. After freeing her

from her prison, the two become attached by a ‘lifestone’, which means Lyria can’t go far from Aria without feeling
repercussions, and vice versa. Now Aria, an ordinary highschool girl, must find a way to free herself from Lyria, who seems to

crave the exact opposite. Add to that the increasingly realistic dreams plaguing Aria, the sexual tension between Aria and a
select few girls around her, and the supernatural phenomena - it seems like Aria's life will never be the same again.

The game is available on PC, Mac, and Linux. Different endings and romance routes are obtainable through your choices made
throughout the game.
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Three Yuri(GirlxGirl) Romance Routes!
Multiple Endings!
(Including a Harem end)
Professional Soundtrack!
Choices determine your romance path
And much more!
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Story is really good, it made me want to go back and try different path.
I think its really worth buying and even more if theres a discount on it ;). This "game" is great. It has very strong depth in terms
of story and romance. The only thing I would say is a negative is that it is rather short on the "main" path. I wouldn't say it's a
cliffhanger persay but it ends pretty abruptly. I hope there will be a DLC or something to add onto this path.. Surprisingly
impressive. The way I played it through, was I first kinda made whatever choices, then went through the other endings using
guides and fast forwarding. All in all I would rate it 10/10 becuase the story is good, as well as the fact that you can make
decisions is mildly uncommon among this genre. Also if you press 'v' or whatever key it is set on, it turns on self-voicing, which
is an abloute riot during the more serious scenes.. I bought this on sale, and I definitely think it's worth the price. I will get my
hands on any Yuri games I can.

Although I wasn't sure I liked its sketch-like nature at first, the art is good overall. I love Aria's expressions. Some of the CG
seem unfinished, while some are high quality. The characters are interesting. The story has a couple of continuity issues, but I
enjoyed reading it. I wasn't very wild about Melody, so I was a bit disappointed when her route had more story to it than Lyria's,
but I guess it makes sense given that Lyria and Aria just met and didn't have the history that Melody and Aria share.

The main criticism I have when reading the story is that there are a LOT of grammatical and spelling errors. I think Razzart
should focus more on proofreading in the future, because IIRC Love Ribbon also had this problem.

Another issue is that there is no Skip option at the bottom right of the screen. I had to look online to find out how to skip the
text, because it's not indicated anywhere in the game that I could see. Apparently you have to hold the control key to skip.

Despite a few flaws, I enjoyed the game and will definitely replay it in the future.. PROS: - good story that is full of content.
took me forever across two days to finish. - choices have actual effect from what ive seen. - this game also has good drawing
and some beautiful scenes. CONS: - story is sort of basic, with heavy focus on the dangum romance - battle animations are
boring as all git out - satanic themes and lots of lesbian stuff and racy outfits. as a Christian man i cannot reccomend to other
born again christians. SIDE NOTE: they mention a bracelet of love and melody says it will be useful, but YOU NEVER GET
TO USE IT, WHAT THE HECK IS UP WITH THAT, WHY EVEN MENTION IT. im going to go farm some cotton see yall.
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10/10

first i like Lyria at the first time i saw her so i bough the game but when i play this game. now, my love is Scherza.

. This was such a wonderful game to play through the storyline was fantastically written but that was nothing compared to the
excellent quality anamation in the game. All the characters in the game were so well developed you can't help but get attached to
them and feel like you are in the game with them experiencing all aspects of the storyline. Some of the choices in the game you
get to make are tough and they affect the storyline and what ending you get. Overall this game gets a 10/10 in my books and I
am very critical of these sort of games having played so many of them. I highly recommend giving this game a go.. A lot better
than Razzart's Love Ribbon! This one has a more interesting story along with more beliveable characters and more choices..
Great game, I love yuri!!!
BGM so well and the description of that love situation is awesome.
if there comes 10 full marks, I will be happy to give it 8.. Veryyy cute I loved it so much !

I played all the endings and they were all so wonderful (except "bad end" ones ahah) they were surprisingly more different than
I thought and I was really surprised to see it ! The girls are all so cute it's amazing to see them get feeling for each others <3
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